
Grow back green

The main governments and political parties of the world only want to talk
about one thing, the planned great green transition to net zero. They of
course have to talk as well about getting on top of the virus and restoring
economic life damaged by the anti pandemic policies they have all adopted.
They usually link the two, by assuring us that they plan to grow back
greener. They expect vaccines to take care of the virus problem.

This is a huge essay in world government. They do all grasp that there is no
point in a few countries doing this whilst others take advantage of cheaper
fossil fuel energy and expand on the back of it. Last year the USA, the
world’s largest economy, did not buy into the project. China the world’s
largest industrial economy, claimed to support, but carried on expanding her
coal and other fossil fuel based output, promising reductions later this
decade from a higher level. With the world’s two largest economies not
contributing to the cause it was more difficult for other countries to sell
the idea to their public, as they could always ask what was the point if the
world’s two biggest carbon emitters were not trying to change tack. This year
China is talking of bringing forward her conversion to starting to lower
carbon dioxide, though that will need pinning down with more precise targets
and promises. The USA has converted to being a leading advocate of rapid
transition to an electrified renewable world.

There will be no shortage of conferences to push countries to make more
specific and expensive commitments. This month brings a US led summit on the
topic. The G20 in July will have another. The UN’s big global conference is
in November in Glasgow. Countries will doubtless advance the dates by which
they will achieve substantial cuts in carbon dioxide output. This in turn
will spawn multiple targets to increase wind and solar power, to close coal
power stations, to end new diesel and petrol cars, to promote battery
vehicles, to change people over from gas central heating and to find
solutions to power planes and ships in new ways. It will be a world of
expanding battery production, hydrogen development and the electrification of
home heating.

When asked how there will be growth as we come out of lockdown they all tell
us the same thing. The new jobs will come in renewable energy, battery cars
and the rest. They do not go on to say that there will also be big job losses
in fossil fuels, traditional transport systems and home heating. A lot of the
greening will be an expensive switch, retraining the gas fitter to be an
electrician and moving a coal miner to be a wind farm maintenance person. As
it seems likely governments will prove better at stopping people buying the
outgoing technology than they will be at getting enough people to buy the
replacements, there could be a painful transition.

The priority must be to generate a full and strong recovery from the pandemic
measures. I am all in favour of investment in cleaner air and water, in
energy conservation and fuel efficiency. The green revolution still needs to
find the iconic products which people want to buy willingly to speed its
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pace. In default of those there is a danger governments will slow recovery by
their success in putting people off traditional products in a range of
sectors targeted by the green plans. Net zero will not restore our
economies.There needs to be a wide range of policies to promote enterprise
and jobs and these need to encompass recovery in a wide range of traditional
activities as well as producing new battery cars and windfarms. .

Where will people work as we exit
lockdown?

As we make slow progress out of lockdown there will be more discussion
amongst businesses, Trade Unions and employees over where and when office
work will take place. Many people will still have little choice. If you are a
shop worker or factory staff you need to be there in person when the facility
is open when it is your shift. Many others now see opening up the vista of
keeping on with some homeworking after a year of working mainly or wholly
from their living room. Many companies have found they can continue to meet
their customer needs and fulfil their work requirements on line with many
working from remote locations.

For the employee there is the advantage of not having to get up early and
rely on trains or buses to reach the office, nor having to sit in the traffic
jam if you go by car. You save plenty of money on the season ticket or the
fuel bill. Although there is more heating and wear and tear at home, there is
a substantial time and cost saving by cutting out commuting. For all those
employees who have to juggle minding and maintaining a home, and looking
after children or elderly relatives with paid work, the conflicts are reduced
and multi tasking just got easier.

For others often living on their own life became a lot lonelier with home
working. Seeing work colleagues on a zoom meeting call is not the same as
having lunch or after work drinks with them and being able to swap stories
and arrange social events over the coffee maker. Those who live in smaller
properties, or have well occupied homes with others needing the broadband
capacity and some quiet space to make calls returning to the office gives
them a better environment for what they need to do.

Employers seem divided or unsure about what they want. Some do think they
need people back in the office to provide discipline and framework to
people’s working hours. They value the advantages of in person collaboration,
informal meetings and idea generation. Others think they can exert discipline
through the well monitored systems of computers logged into the company
network and can ensure the outputs flow from the home location. Maybe the
individual is also less fussy about the time of some requirements because
they are at home and can break off for domestic needs during what turns out
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to be a longer working day. Maybe the bosses often with larger houses like
homeworking themselves and see the need to allow some of the same for others.
There is little study yet of what has happened to productivity or how the
wins and losses net out. Clearly many business meetings requiring travel and
stays away were expensive and time consuming. It may be as good as well as
much cheaper to do those on line.

Many say they want a hybrid week. That probably means Mondays and Fridays at
home . Is that a good compromise for employers? Would that maximise output as
well as employee satisfaction? What would it do to our city office centres
who have travel and hospitality capacity for millions five days a week?

Condolences to the royal family

Many will have personal memories of the Duke of Edinburgh from meeting him or
from his presence in our living rooms on tv or in the newspapers. The Queen
has launched an electronic book of remembrance on www.royal.uk. I recommend
this for all wishing to send condolences and to record their impressions of
him and his service to the Queen and nation. The royal website also has more
information about the Duke and his work.

The death of the Duke of Edinburgh

Our thoughts today are with the Queen and members of the royal family on the
sad news of the death of her husband, the Duke of Edinburgh. He dedicated his
life to serving the public and supporting the Queen as she carried out her
duties. I send my condolences from the Wokingham constituency as the nation
mourns his loss.

PCR Tests

Product type: Nucleic acid testing (NAT) technologies that use polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) for detection of SARS-CoV-2

Date: 13 January 2021
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WHO-identifier: 2020/5, version 2

Target audience: laboratory professionals and users of IVDs.

Purpose of this notice: clarify information previously provided by WHO. This
notice supersedes WHO Information Notice for In Vitro Diagnostic Medical
Device (IVD) Users 2020/05 version 1, issued 14 December 2020.

Description of the problem: WHO requests users to follow the instructions for
use (IFU) when interpreting results for specimens tested using PCR
methodology.

Users of IVDs must read and follow the IFU carefully to determine if manual
adjustment of the PCR positivity threshold is recommended by the
manufacturer.

WHO guidance Diagnostic testing for SARS-CoV-2 states that careful
interpretation of weak positive results is needed (1). The cycle threshold
(Ct) needed to detect virus is inversely proportional to the patient’s viral
load. Where test results do not correspond with the clinical presentation, a
new specimen should be taken and retested using the same or different NAT
technology.

WHO reminds IVD users that disease prevalence alters the predictive value of
test results; as disease prevalence decreases, the risk of false positive
increases (2). This means that the probability that a person who has a
positive result (SARS-CoV-2 detected) is truly infected with SARS-CoV-2
decreases as prevalence decreases, irrespective of the claimed specificity.

Most PCR assays are indicated as an aid for diagnosis, therefore, health care
providers must consider any result in combination with timing of sampling,
specimen type, assay specifics, clinical observations, patient history,
confirmed status of any contacts, and epidemiological information.


